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Prediction of Bitcoin Prices Using Deep learning and
Sentiment Analysis on Bitcoin Tweets

ADEBAYO J TORIOLA
x19192118

1 Introduction

This configuration manual serves as guide to replicate this research project, it gives an
overview of the hardware and software requirements used in running the codes from the
data preparation to the implementation phase.
Research Study: Prediction of Prices Using Deep learning and Sentiment Analysis on
Bitcoin Tweets and Bitcoin historical price data collected for hourly and per minutes
records. The objective of this research is to measure the execution of the ARIMA and
LSTM models on the local machine and cloud environment.

2 System Configuration

2.1 Hardware

The hardware configuration used for this research are show below, we have included the
GPU as to determine if it will any significant effect on the time of execution of the code.

2.1.1 Local Machine Configuration

• Model : MacBook Air

• OS : MacOSBigSurOS

• Processor : 2.8GHz Quad-Core Apple M1 Chip

• Memory : 16GB

• Number of Core : 8

• Graphic Type : GPU

2.1.2 Cloud Environment

• Model : Google Colab

• OS : 1xTesla K80

• Processor : 2.3GHz
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• Memory : 12GB GDDR5 VRAM

• Number of Core : 2496 CUDA cores

• Graphic Type : GPU

2.2 Software

The software used from the implementation are:

• Programming Language : Python

• IDE : Google Colab (Cloud Based Jupyter Notebook)

• Web Browser : Google Chrome

• Documentation : Overleaf

• Number of Core : 2496 CUDA cores

• Graphic Type : GPU

The steps below gives details on how the Google Colaboratory environment is set
up, screenshot of the step has been added to aid the replica of the experiment. To
begin, a Google account is required to access the Colab environment.

1. Sign in with the Gmail Username

2. Import all the libraries required as captured in the coding section. Libraries
that needs to be installed are:

Figure 1: Sign in to Google Colaboratory
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After sign in, if the cloud CPU and GPU is going to be used, then it is a must
google drive be mounted. The step required that you import drive from google
colab as shown below:

Other libraries needed to be imported includes:

1. Date Time

2. Pandas

3. Numpy

4. NLTK

5. Matplotlib

6. Sklearn

7. Statsmodels

8. Tensorflow

9. Keras

3 Data Preparation

This section describes the process which the dataset were uploaded to into the IDE,
we have captured process in the Colab environment as shown below. Immediately the
data is read into the working environment, then we commence the data preprocessing
which include data cleansing and transformation. The two datasets used for the study
are collected from kaggle 1 and cryptodataworld 2, this datasets provides information on
the Bitcoin. The two data contain too much noise and missing value. The noise were
handled using regular expression.

Figure 2: Loading Bitcoin Tweet from Drive

1https://www.kaggle.com/kaushiksuresh147/bitcoin-tweets
2https://www.cryptodatadownload.com/data/
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Equalising the errors to coerce helps to load the records that are not in the correct
date time format, this code also checks for null and missing values.

Figure 3: Date Type processing

Next is the use of regular expression to remove noise like special characters, URL,
emoticons from the tweet data.

Figure 4: Data Cleaning
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3.1 Data Transformation

In the next code, VADER sentiment analyser is used to calculate the polarity and intensity
by assigning a positive, neutral, negative score for each tweet.

Figure 5: Data Cleaning

The figure below show the loading of Bitcoin price into the IDE

Figure 6: Reading Bitcoin Price
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3.1.1 Features Extraction

Figure below shows how the records are selection from the three exchanges and how
missing records is filled with previous value.

Figure 7: Date Selection on the Price Data

3.1.2 Merged Price Data

In this section the average of Open, High, Low and Close price were taken and merged
to form a comprehensive merged dataframe called sampledf.

Figure 8: Date Selection on the Price Data

Codes caption in figure 9 shows how the plot of the closing price for visualization in
order to gain an insight of the price movement.

Figure 9: Plot of the Closing price
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4 Model Implementation

This section describe the executable models that were used for this research, since we are
dealing with time series data ARIMA and LSTM models used as the codes for each of
the models are shown in the screenshot.

4.1 ARIMA

Figure 10: import ARIMA library

The next phase of the code is splitting the dataset into train and testing for the price
forecast.

Figure 11: Split Data for ARIMA Model
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To perform the prediction on the test data in order to validate the model the code is
executed.

Figure 12: ARIMA model Prediction

The code below is initiated to calculated the execution time of the model

Figure 13: Execution Time Calculation

The code below is run in order to determine the best p,d,q for the ARIMA model.

Figure 14:
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5 LSTM

Figure 15: Data Split for LSTM

Figure 16: Tensorflow Session

6 Hourly Data
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Figure 17: KERAS Parameters

Figure 18: Prediction graph

7 Section 6
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Figure 19: Hourly Data

Figure 20: Extracting Hourly Data

Figure 21: Aggregating the hourly data
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Figure 22: Merged Hourly Dataset

Figure 23: Training Hourly Data
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Figure 24: Keras Library

Figure 25: Prediction on the Hourly Data
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